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Abstract - The cab platforms adjust their prices using a 

specific algorithm which is real time and dynamic known 

as “Surge Pricing” or “Dynamic Pricing”. This algorithm 

automatically raises the price of a trip when the demand 

increases more than the supply. The surge algorithm 

generally outputs a multiplier which is adjusted along 

with the base fare, the price per mile and the price per 

minute to generate the final price. This price is 

communicated to the riders and the ride is initiated when 

they confirm to the price shown. This surge multiplier is 

kept discrete and may range from 1.2 to the maximum 

allowed by the government based on geography.  

Our experiment helps in predicting surge pricing ahead of 

time, taking into account the previous trends. Map 

Reduce helps us in dividing and analyzing the data that is 

publically available using linear regression model.    

 

Keywords - Surge Demand, Dynamic Pricing, Predictive 

analysis, Taxi Market, Linear Regression. 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

This research helps in predicting surge pricing ahead of 

time considering the previous trends. This will help the 

riders plan their travel, and also help drivers to know 

about places with high demand of cabs based on the time 

of the day. 

Another motivation is the situation of taxi drivers being 

overloaded in this increasingly competitive market. On 

other hand new companies, such as Uber and Ola have 

started a revolution in the taxi industry. The consequence 

is that the taxi drivers have to make more trips in order to 

make a living [2]. 

The New York City Taxi department has released a 

detailed Dataset covering 1.1 billion individual taxi trips 

from 2009-2015. This will be used as reference dataset 

for learning on how to analyze trip data. 

It is recommended from previously mentioned reviews 

that taxi market is non-stationary both spatially and 

transiently. The non-stationary nature of taxi market 

winds up with a spatiotemporal confuse amongst drivers 

and travelers. While section controls help to adjust 

general request and supply, everyday operations still 

endure oversupply at off-pinnacle hours and 

unreasonable request amid pinnacle hours. Then again, 

suggestion techniques alleviate the effect of spatial 

confuse, be that as it may, the fleeting non-stationary 

request may fundamentally debilitate the adequacy of the 

approach [1]. 

 

2.  Problem Definition 
 

Surge pricing was introduced to increase the supply of 

cabs during rush hours and hence increase the number of 

overall rides. But taxi market still faces this problem of 

excess cabs during off-peak hours and excess demand 

during peak hours. This research will help in predicting 

surge ahead of time, hence helping both riders and 

drivers in saving money or time. 

The riders will try to deviate from their schedule in order 

to save money and the drivers will get more rides during 

the off peak time.  

The second inspiration is in light of the circumstance 

where cab drivers are over-burden in an undeniably 

aggressive market, and it has for quite some time been 

proposed that cab drivers ought to be sponsored for their 

empty time. As per New York Taxi and Limousine 

Commission (NYCTLC), the emblem cost in 2014 was 

just about four times higher than that in 2002, which 

turns into an overwhelming weight for cab drivers [1]. 

 

3.  Data 

 

The dataset used in this study was released by NYCTLC 

and is publically available. The data was collected from 

January 1st to December 31st in 2014 and 2015 and 

contains yellow taxi trips in NYC. 

This data is processed and aggregated for further 

analysis. Records are first screened based on trip 

distance, trip cost, surge cost, trip cost etc. Holidays such 
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as Christmas week are removed to restore consistency 

between common day operations. Weekend and weekday 

data are separated due to their distinct trip patterns [3]. 

The information utilized as a part of this review were 

discharged by NYCTLC and are openly accessible [4]. 

The information was gathered from January first to 

December 31st in 2013 and contained routing data 

identified with yellow taxicabs in NYC. Trip records 

shift from 300,000 to 600,000 pieces every day. Each bit 

of the record comprises of the geo-arranges and time 

stamps for excursion cause and goal, an interesting 

emblem ID, the quantity of travelers locally available, 

trip remove (miles), and routing cost (USD, including 

base cost, duty, and tip). Subsequently, it is conceivable 

to track the quantity of outings and limit of cab drivers 

for any given eras. 

 

4.  Steps Of Experiment 

A.  Analyzing New York Trip data 

This is done to demonstrate that large datasets can be 

analyzed in order to predict surge price scenarios. Linear 

Regression algorithm helps in analyzing the data and 

predicting when surge pricing will happen and also an 

estimate of amount. 

 

B.  Collecting data 

Data is related to specific region and provider and having 

surge multiplier involved. This is done to collect sample 

data in order to proceed with the research. So it is 

required to have a model where we keep on feeding new 

data, so that the system keeps on evolving on its own. 

Uber developer APIs provide us with current live data for 

ride estimates. This data needs to be stored in bulk for 

data analysis.  

 

C.  Analyzing data 

The information is broke down to foresee the 

circumstances of surge valuing utilizing straight relapse 

display. Taking a gander at the documents, for reasons 

unknown the quantity of lines match for each numbered 

trek and admission record. It is decent to consolidate 

these, yet we ought to ensure before combining that the 

columns coordinate. 

 

5.   Algorithm 
 

A.  Linear Regression 

This model is a direct relapse show with a solitary 

illustrative variable. It concerns two-dimensional focuses 

with one autonomous variable and another reliant 

variable, and finds a straight capacity as precisely as 

could reasonably be expected. 

 
It predicts subordinate variable values as a component of 

the autonomous factors. This obliges you to ascertain 

factual properties from the information, for example, 

mean, standard deviation, connections, and covariance. 

The majority of this information must be accessible to 

figure insights. 

 

B.   Best Fitting Line 

A line that fits the information "best" will be one for 

which the n expectation blunders — one for each 

watched information point — are as little as conceivable 

in some general sense. One approach to accomplish this 

objective is to summon the "slightest squares basis," 

which says to "limit the total of the squared expectation 

mistakes." As shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure. 1 

 
Preparing Data for Linear Regression

 
A.  Linear Assumption 

Direct relapse accepts that the connection between your 

information and yield is straight. It doesn't bolster 

whatever else. This might be self-evident, however, it 

regards recall when you have a ton of traits. You may 

need to change information to make the relationship 

straight (e.g. log change for an exponential relationship).

 

B.  Remove Noise 

Direct relapse accepts that your information and yield 

factors are not uproarious. Consider utilizing information 

cleaning operations that let you better uncover and clear 

up the flag in your information. This is most imperative 

for the yield variable and you need to evacuate anomalies 

in the yield variable (y) if conceivable. 

 

C.  Remove Co linearity 

Direct relapse will over-fit your information when you 

have profoundly related info factors. Consider computing 

pair-wise connections for your info information and 

evacuating the most corresponded. 

 

D.  Gaussian Distributions 

Straight relapse will make more dependable forecasts if 

your info and yield factors have a Gaussian 

You may get some advantage utilizing changes in you 

factors to make their conveyance more Gaussian

 

E.  Rescale Inputs 

 

Preparing Data for Linear Regression 

accepts that the connection between your 

information and yield is straight. It doesn't bolster 

evident, however, it 

regards recall when you have a ton of traits. You may 

need to change information to make the relationship 

straight (e.g. log change for an exponential relationship). 

Direct relapse accepts that your information and yield 

factors are not uproarious. Consider utilizing information 

cleaning operations that let you better uncover and clear 

flag in your information. This is most imperative 

for the yield variable and you need to evacuate anomalies 

fit your information when you 

info factors. Consider computing 

wise connections for your info information and 

 

Straight relapse will make more dependable forecasts if 

your info and yield factors have a Gaussian circulation. 

You may get some advantage utilizing changes in you 

factors to make their conveyance more Gaussian-looking. 

Direct relapse will regularly make more dependable 

forecasts in the event that you rescale input factors 

utilizing institutionalization or standardization.

 

6.  System Design
 

 

 

Figure. 

 

A.  Collecting Datasets

Old taxi data is publically available for analysis, but taxi 

market trends keep on changing. So it is required to have 

a model where we keep on feeding new 

system keeps on evolving on its own.

Uber developer APIs provide us with current live data for 

ride estimates. This data needs to be stored in bulk for 

data analysis. A Server needs to be kept active for several 

days so that it can ping Uber API endpoints and store 

data in our local databases. For creating a local server 

Raspberry PI is chosen as it is portable, low power 

consuming and easy to program. Sample Data shown in 

Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3
 

 

Direct relapse will regularly make more dependable 

forecasts in the event that you rescale input factors 

institutionalization or standardization. 
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B.  Processing Datasets 

Data needs to be processed in order to derive some 

conclusion from it. Linear Regression algorithm helps in 

analyzing the data and predicting when surge pricing will 

happen and also an estimate of amount [6].          

Taking a gander at the documents, inc

quantity of lines matches for each numbered trek and 

admission record. It is pleasant to combine these, 

however, we ought to ensure before consolidating that 

the columns coordinate. Each record is by all accounts 

ready to be remarkably characterized by the e

hack license, and pickup date  time, which are available 

in both the routing and toll documents. We can run a 

straightforward charge to ensure each these match for 

each line. 

 

 

 

C.  Displaying Analyzed Data

This predictive analysis gives us a function as the output. 

Now this can be used to display the extent of surge 

pricing based on the day and time. A mobile application 

will be the right choice for helping the customers who 

want to prevent surge pricing situation. 

 

 

6.  Conclusions 
 

The distance and travel time based taxi pricing scheme 

has been prevalent for decades. One major drawback of 

the current taxi price is that it fails to take the time of day 

Data needs to be processed in order to derive some 

conclusion from it. Linear Regression algorithm helps in 

analyzing the data and predicting when surge pricing will 

happen and also an estimate of amount [6].           

Taking a gander at the documents, incidentally, the 

quantity of lines matches for each numbered trek and 

admission record. It is pleasant to combine these, 

however, we ought to ensure before consolidating that 

the columns coordinate. Each record is by all accounts 

cterized by the emblem, 

time, which are available 

in both the routing and toll documents. We can run a 

straightforward charge to ensure each these match for 

 

Displaying Analyzed Data 

analysis gives us a function as the output. 

Now this can be used to display the extent of surge 

pricing based on the day and time. A mobile application 

will be the right choice for helping the customers who 

 

The distance and travel time based taxi pricing scheme 

has been prevalent for decades. One major drawback of 

the current taxi price is that it fails to take the time of day 

into consideration while the demand in the market is time 

sensitive. 

The separation and travel-time-based taxi estimating plan 

have been common for a considerable length of time. 

One noteworthy disadvantage of the present taxi cost is 

that it neglects to require the investment of day into 

thought while the request in the mar

As a result, clients are viewed as created when the 

request is low and undercharged when the request is high 

[5].  

With innovation advances and seeing the 

accomplishments of the dynamic evaluating in ventures, 

there is a rising need to survey if the comparable 

instrument is additionally appropriate to the taxi 

showcase. This may give more precise cost arrangement 

in light of an economic situation, increment the wage 

level of cab drivers, and therefore enhance the general 

execution of the taxi business. 

As a consequence, customers are seen as overcharged 

when the demand is low and undercharged when the 

demand is high. With technology advances and seeing 

the successes of the dynamic pricing in industries, there 

is an emerging need to assess if the similar mechanism is 

also applicable to the taxi market [7]. This may help to 

provide more accurate price policy based on market 

condition, increase the income level of taxi drivers, and 

consequently improve the overall performance of the taxi 

industry. 

The review likewise has a few downsides which will be 

tended to in future reviews. In the first place, the review

proposes a totaled model without expressly considering 

spatial heterogeneity. In this present reality, the level of 

interest, supply, and street condition may differ spatially. 

While the proposed model can be connected to individual 

zone independently, the future review may investigate 

demonstrating multivariate dissemination with mean and 

covariance grids to represent the spatial associat

It is advantageous altering the model for ongoing usage. 

This will require the utilization of gushing taxi trip 

information, and constant data from Google Maps can fill 

in as the contribution for street blockage. Further, solid 

here and now gauging strategies are expected to appraise 

the economic situation in the quick future. At long last, as 

just homogeneous clients are considered in the review, 

the future work may likewise consider diverse client 

bunches with particular value flexibility and bu

TOD evaluating plan for heterogeneous clients.
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